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2Motivation

• We are motivated by the study of a single agent/group with the intention to 
polarize a network of social media users using multi-modal memes. 



3Problem Definition 

Given a corpus of memes posted by a single entity on social 
media, we seek to detect the intention of polarizing.
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More Liberal More Conservative

Tending toward nihilism 

Calls to Violence

Hard left critique of DNC = 
creating apathy for Clinton.
Hard left critique of race =
Af-Ams sitting out the election = 
Dems lose, Trump wins.

Hard right critique of Dems = 
apathy for Clinton.
Hard right attack on elections 
= repressing the vote in WS, 
OH, MI, PA, states Obama 
won but now Trump wins.

Hard right conspiracies—“Pizza 
Gate”—call for violence against 
the state and mobilize the 
Trump base; Trump wins.

Hard left critique of DNC = anger 
toward Clinton and “neoliberalism”;
whether along race, or class, or 
gender lines, this leads to protests 
against “the system” and the sense 
of political decay; Trump wins.

Map Courtesy of Prof. Stephen Hartnett 
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6Dataset

University of Maryland College Park curated dataset
• Internet Research Agency (IRA) data
• 3012 memes

• Notable metadata information:
• URL to the original ad
• Identifier
• Title
• Description text
• Image URL
• Tags

• “anger” and “fear” tags formed a basis for our class labels: “Violence” and 
“Apathy”

• Class imbalance issue



7Integrated Multi-Modal Model

• Single feature vector required from 
separate text and image 
embeddings

• Image embedding through trained 
ResNet50

• Text embedding using BERT 
language model

• Simple horizontal concatenation 
with normalization fusion strategy

• Fused vector fed into simple feed-
forward network



8Experimental Results



9Conclusions and Future Work

• We present a scalable and automated implementation of polarization 
intent detection 

• The proposed model can be utilized via transfer learning for similar intent 
detection tasks.  

• Future Directions
• CoronaVirusFacts Alliance: https://www.poynter.org/coronavirusfactsalliance/
• GeoCoV19: https://crisisnlp.qcri.org/covid19

https://www.poynter.org/coronavirusfactsalliance/
https://crisisnlp.qcri.org/covid19
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